
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STATE OF MARRIAGE IN AMERICA DURING THE

1800S IN WOMAN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Between and , women generally married for the first time between During the 19th century, the age of consent in the
United States.

The lack of any record for those children's naturalization might cause some of them, after reaching the age of
majority, to go to naturalization court and become citizens again. Many took the advice of the Bible -- to leave
home and create your own family -- to heart, and they had the resources to do it. If her husband naturalized
prior to September 27, , the woman may or may not be mentioned on the record which actually granted her
citizenship. She was born in Denmark and immigrated to Canada, where she met and married Grant Hosford
in  New laws of the mids opened an era when a woman's ability to naturalize became dependent upon her
marital status. According to a article in the "Journal of Southern History" titled "The Effect of the Civil War
on Southern Marriage Patterns," early colonists married at an average age of around 20 if they were women,
and around 26 if they were men. One of the most important rights of a married woman was dower, which was
designed to provide her with support during widowhood. The case was decided on July 11 at the Federal
Building in Duluth, where Hilma's citizenship was canceled and she had to surrender her certificate of
naturalization. Smith In general, immigrant women, such as these arrivals at Ellis Island, have always had the
right to become U. The county judge overruled this objection and granted Hilma U. On paper at least, their
rights were identical to those of white women. Most of these women subsequently regained their U. Just as
alien women gained U. District Court, U. Often women had no choice but to file at least a declaration of
intent. Many women filed homestead entries, either while married to aliens or prior to marrying an immigrant.
Without any tangible benefit resulting from a woman's naturalization, it is doubtful that many women or their
husbands considered the fees to be money well spent. The assumption was that women would be better off
with the fruits of the estate than with power over money or property that could be taken from them through
marriage before their sons were old enough to take charge of the estate. Because the courts held that a
husband's nationality would always determine that of the wife, a married woman could not legally file for
naturalization. No marriage since that date has granted U.


